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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/15/2024

Description 2023 Coachmen RV Pursuit 27XPS, Coachmen RV Pursuit Class A gas
motorhome 27XPS highlights: Bunk Over Cab Rear Private Bedroom Separated
Bathroom 63" sofa Exterior Bluetooth Live your best life on the road with this
motorhome! The rear private bedroom has a 60" x 74" queen bed to lay your head
on at night with wardrobes on either side of it for your clothes. A separated
bathroom makes it easy for one person to freshen up in the 24" x 32" shower
while another uses the private toilet and sink. Enjoy home cooked meals while out
on the road with the stainless steel three burner cooktop, the stainless steel
double door 10 cu. ft. refrigerator, and even the stainless steel microwave oven.
Eat your meals, play card games, and even transform the 42" x 70" booth dinette
into an extra sleeping space. The 63" sofa has storage below for an extra blanket
or board games. If you need to get some work done while you're away then you
will appreciate the computer work station with 12V, 110V, and USB outlets in front
of the passenger chair! Pursue big dreams with one of these Coachmen RV
Pursuit Class A gas motorhomes! The high gloss dove grey sidewalls with Azdel
superlight composite, fiberglass front cap, and crowned, laminated TPO roof will
hold up for years to come. A Ford F53 7.3L V8 engine propels your unit with an
abundance of power to each destination. Stay warm in the cooler months with a
30,000 BTU furnace and stay cool in the warmer months with the 15,000 BTU
A/C. All of your extra gear can easily be stored in the spacious exterior storage
compartments to keep from taking up space on the inside. The exterior propane
hook-up will come in handy and you can crank up the tunes with the exterior
Bluetooth, plus some models even have an outside entertainment center with a
TV. Come find the right one for you today! DIAMOND SHIELD PAINT
PROTECTION; DISCOUNT; TOLLS

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: CPUA2306
VIN Number: 38298-CPUA2306
Condition: New
Length: 29
GVW: 16000
Sleeps: 6

0 mi
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Item address League City, Texas, United States
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